
Knowing what to look for in filter test data can have a direct bearing
on the quality of the selection decision and the cost-effective
performance of a filter system. Unless the data has been obtained
in a Multi Pass Test to (ANSI (NFPA)T3.10.8.8 RI-1990 or ISO 4572)
standard, the results might be altered and a comparison meaningless.

The key information that can be obtained from a Multi Pass Test
to determine filter performance is:

• Dynamic efficiency 
• Dirt holding capacity
• Clean element pressure drop
• Terminal pressure drop

Dynamic efficiency is expressed in terms of Alpha or Beta Ratios,
depending on the type of test dust. If AC coarse dust is used for
the test, the resulting values are called Alpha Ratios, if AC fine dust is
used the results are called Beta Ratios.

In a Multi Pass Test the test filter is the only filter in the system
and the contaminants are circulated for repeated passes. The filter
performance is determined on the basis of counting the particles
of preselected size ranges up and downstream of the test filter
simultaneously. The particle size measurement and counting is
accomplished by electronic means, using automatic particle counters.
The ratio is then determined by dividing the number of particles
entering by the number of particles leaving the test filter. The primary
advantage of the dynamic efficiency test method is the system’s ability
to simulate actual operating conditions. 

A Beta Ratio may be given for a filter as B10 = 50.
(Depicted in this way on many filters)
This simply means that the Beta Ratio for 10 micron equals
a ration of 50.
Now divide the ratio, in this case 50 into 100, ie. equals 2.
Subtract the answer, in this case 2 from 100, the answer is 98.
This filter is 98% efficient at removing 10 micron particles.

Clean element pressure drop is the pressure loss
across the filter element determined under steady
flow conditions using a clean fluid across the element
at the beginning of the multi pass test.

Terminal pressure drop, also called terminal delta
P, is the highest acceptable pressure drop at which
the test is terminated. The highest acceptable
pressured drop is determined by the type of filter and
application. 

Dirt holding capacity is a measure of test dust
retained by weight in gram in the element at the time
the Multi Pass Test was terminated.

Filters that allow the fewest wear causing particles to
circulate in the system offer the best wear protection.

Beta Ratio – Comparing
Hydraulic Filter Element
Performance
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Hydraulic

Filtration Ratio Capture Efficiency
(at a given particle size) (at the same particle size)
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%9.990001

The following table lists some selected beta ratios and the

corresponding efficiencies:
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
1. When comparing Filter element

performance, which performance
description gives a filtration ration
that translates into capture efficiency?

A Nominal filter rating
B Absolute filter rating
C Beta ration filter rating

2. When a filter performance is express
as B20 = 10, what does it mean?

A Beta ration of 20, 95% efficient
at removing 10 micron particles

B Beta ration of 10, 90% efficient
at removing 20 micron particles

3. When confronted with the choice of
elements, which of the elements provides
the better wear protection at 10 micron?

A B10 = 200 B   B5 = 75 
C   B25 = 200 D   B200 = 10
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